
In geospatial terms, foreign crossings represent a trivial amount of 
data but when a field crew doesn’t know where those fiber loops 
are located and the trencher has already split one that represents 
thousands in repair dollars, the ramifications are enormous. 
When an “about to dig” decision is being weighed, crew leaders read 
the map, survey the site, wait, search, ask and make sure, and wait 
some more. Crews come to a standstill.  How might the “where to 
dig” information more effectively get into the hands of the field 
technician who needs it, without reducing their capacity to focus 
on what they are really in the field to do? The Argis® Framework is 

changing the “about to dig” work concept.  
In the exciting new world of Augmented 
Reality, the crew leader utilizes their iPad, 
Android tablet, or phone to turn on the 
Argis® Framework, an augmented reality 
application, which connects to the team’s 
geospatial data and uses the camera to 

look out over their excavation site.  Critical geospatial data shows 
as an overlay in the real world viewed through the camera on their 
device.  Are there any foreign crossings? The Argis® Framework 
reveals where.  Within minutes the crew leader is making decisions 
about where to dig - with a focus on safety and not on maps.  The 
crew is back to digging with confidence.

• Easily locate hidden assets on site
• View foreign crossings instantly
• Streamline One Call work flow
• Leave the paper maps behind
• Communicate safety issues quickly to entire 

crew
• Intuitive interface for One Call locators
• Data can be served live or cached to device

• iOS: iOS 9.1 or higher; iPhone 6 or newer; 
iPad 2 or newer

• Android: Android 4.4 or higher; 
compatible devices must have gyroscope, 
magnetometer, wifi, and GPS

• For Enhanced Accuracy: External GPS paired 
with your device

• GIS Data Sources: Esri ArcGIS Server 10+ 
and ArcGIS Online (Feature Services)
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

SEE WHAT'S HIDDEN

Argis Solutions solves hard GIS problems. We offer a geospatial consultancy whose core product leadership and development team 
members average more than 20 years of experience creating GIS solutions. Our team offers meaningful insights into how to utilize geo-
spatial data practically, economically, and innovatively. 

Improve One Call Decisions with the Argis® Framework

THE ARGIS® FRAMEWORK WILL FOREVER CHANGE THE WAY 
FIELD TECHNICIANS INTERACT WITH GEOSPATIAL DATA ON SITE.


